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Thought for the Day
Remember ...

“How Secure Is My Job?”
We have been asked repeatedly,
“How do I know if my job is secure?”
While there are no ironclad
guarantees, assuming that your
organization is relatively healthy, ask
yourself the following questions to get a

Five Tips for Keeping Your Job
“The highest reward for a person’s toil
is not what they get for it, but what they
become by it.” -John Ruskin
Winning has become another word
for survival in today’s economy. People
are worried about being terminated,
but hard work rarely goes unnoticed.
Fear and doubt can be your own worst
enemies. If you have doubts about
keeping your job, so will your boss.
Here are some helpful hints that will
make it hard for your boss to make that
dreadful decision when he or she
comes to your name.
• When everyone else is having a
case of the Mondays, walk in with
a smile ready to focus on the
future. Make the best of the
situation in front of you.

good idea:
Is my position crucial to the
organization’s purpose and mission?
Do key people within the
organization know the contribution and
magnitude of my work?
Can I do anyone else’s job along
with my own?
Would it be more expensive, in time
or money, to outsource my position?
Have I acquired the training,
knowledge and experience necessary
to keep pace in a changing
environment?
Have I kept up with the changes in
technology?
If you can answer ‘yes’ to most of
these questions, then your job is
relatively secure. So put on that positive
attitude and get back to work!

• Be visible. Volunteer and do things
so your boss will know you. It is
easier to fire a name on a list than
a visibly positive go-getter.
• Build your network with people
who will look out for you as a
person.
• Finally, be loyal to your boss. To be
a credible and respected
employee, you must be trustworthy
and competent. Treat your gained
trust with the upmost care
because it is easy to lose.
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Did You Know That Hull &
Associates Offers ...
• Conference and
Convention Speaking
• Coaching
• Organizational
Development
• Team Building
• Bridging the
Generation Gap
• Creativity and
Innovation
• Leadership
Development
• The Myers-Briggs (MBTI)
• Diversity Training—
Cultural Competence
• Communications
Training
• Assertiveness Training
• Time and Stress
Management
• Conflict Management
• Not-for-Profit Board
Development
• Employee Satisfaction
Surveys
• Organizational
Assessments
• 360/Multi-rater
Feedback
• Customer Satisfaction
Surveys
• Strategic Planning
• Meeting Facilitation
Call us today at
(407) 628-0669 to see if we
can help you satisfy your
Human Relations and
Organizational
Development needs.

Dealing With a Toxic Boss

Keeping Your People Committed

1. Don’t take it personally. You are a
person first and an employee second. If
they start screaming or acting
inappropriately, be polite but make a
choice not to buy into it.
2. Don’t compromise your ethics. If you
are asked to do something you know is
wrong, speak up, ask questions and
politely decline.
3. Don’t seek revenge. Remember,
success is the best revenge. Do not stoop
to their level, as it will only make the
problem worse.
4. Don’t play the victim. Victims lose
control and get dumped on more.
Choose to have the personal power and
toughness needed to succeed.
Are these things easier said than done?
Of course, but it sure beats crawling into
a hole and sucking your thumb!

Keeping your good people is
important, but keeping them committed is
even more important.
Employees begin a new job with
excitement and putting their best foot
forward. But if they receive no support or
praise from their boss, their enthusiasm
and loyalty slowly begins to falter as does
their productivity. This lack of full
commitment is frightfully contagious and
soon you have more employees with less
commitment.
Bosses need to show support and
encouragement on a daily basis ... even
in this economy. Saying, “You really
worked hard on that,” or “I appreciate
what you did,” or even a simple “Thanks”
increases commitment.
These simple words show concern and
respect ... and employees are committed
when they feel respected.

Five Key Change Management Roles:
When instituting change, it is important
that people understand their roles and
responsibilities. Here are the five most
prevalent roles to ease the change
management process.
1. Change management
resource/team role - Formulates a
strategy and plan for the team
and determines how big the change is
and who will be impacted. They also have
to develop an effective training plan to
pass on their knowledge to future team
members.
2. Executives and senior managers
role - Employees have to see and hear
the executives’ commitment and support
of the change. Executives should

participate aggressively and noticeably
during the project and manage any
confrontation. It is imperative that they
communicate directly with employees.
3. Middle managers and supervisors - In
any business, there are two types of
change regularly happening: senior
leaders launching proposals and
reactions to everyday demands from
clients and employees. Middle managers
and supervisors are crucial conduits for
communication.
4. Project team - Has the duty of
running the procedural side of the
change. They are the people who
propose how things will be done
differently. Without a proper plan and
training, the practical side of the project
will not advance.
5. Project support functions - Project
support functions have skills in a
specialized area. These subject matter
experts may include people from outside
the organization as well as Operations,
Human Resources, IT, Training,
Communication, etc. These project
support functions may also work as the
change management team or resource.
When roles are clear, change happens
faster and easier!
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Stop Being Annoying!
No one likes working next to an
irritating coworker and no one starts out
the day saying, “How annoying can I be
to my fellow coworker?” But yet, you can
be.
Do you get personal calls at work? If so,
keep them short and quiet. People talk
louder on cell phones than landline
phones. Be aware of how loud you are
talking, even on business calls. Your voice
may carry much further than you think.
People do not want to smell you. So ...
Be aware of how strong your perfume,

cologne or deodorant is (it shouldn’t be
overwhelming). What smells great to one
person, really can irritate another. Keep it
to a minimum.
Same goes for your lunch: if you eat at
your desk, bring something that doesn’t
smell. Eat cheese, not spicy buffalo wings,
which are both messy and smelly.
Do your feet tend to smell? Keep your
shoes on!
A complaint we often hear is that
people do not clean up after themselves.
How messy is your desk? Yes, it is your
desk but it can be a turn off to anyone
who needs to talk with you in your office.
How about the break room? Before you
leave the break room, be sure your stuff is
not contributing to the mess. Also, check
out the refrigerator and remove any old
food items that you don’t plan to eat this
week.
If you are a splasher in the bathroom,
take the extra minute to wipe up after
yourself.
By doing these things, you will not be
the annoying person that everyone
whispers about.

THANKS FOR YOUR REFERRALS!
At Hull & Associates, one of the many things that we are thankful for is the referrals
that we receive. Thanks so much for sending them to us, and please know that we
strive to give excellent service to you and your referrals at all times, in every way. If you
have a training, coaching, facilitation or organizational development need, please
call us. We are honest. If we cannot satisfy it, we will help you find someone who can.

WE CAN HELP!!!
Do you need an
engaging speaker? How
about a meeting that needs
an unbiased facilitator? Do
you need a coach? Call us
at (407) 628-0669.
At Hull & Associates, our
programs are always
upbeat, interactive and fun,
as well as productive and
inspiring. No two people or
organizations are alike.
Therefore, we customize our
programs to meet your
unique and specific needs.

VISIT OUR BLOG!
The address is
www.hullonline.
blogspot.com. Download
PowerPoint slides. Read
articles and past newsletters.
Ask us questions. Comment
on questions posed by
others.
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NEXT DISC CERTIFICATION
- June 12, 2009
Personality Conflicts?
Start by understanding

them! Learn the DISC tools
and use them in training and
coaching. EARN CEUs at the
same time. DISC
Certification is sponsored by

www.HullOnline.com

DrMimi@HullOnline.com.

Valencia Community
College, with Dr. Mimi as the
instructor, in Orlando!

Contact us:
Phone: (407) 628-0669
E-mail us at:
drmimi@hullonline.com

